
OVERHEAD CRANE & HOIST SERVICES
Tri-State Overhead Crane (TSOC) has been a leader among overhead crane manufacturers 
and crane servicing companies since 1959. Our growth and experience over the years allows 

us to provide customers with reliable overhead crane services, including: repairs, inspections,
maintenance, parts distribution, and more. Trust TSOC for all your crane and hoist needs, and

experience the difference of exceptional service and quality workmanship.

crane & hoist repair
- Experienced crane technicians focused on finding
solutions to problems before replacing equipment.
- In-house repair center where you can send your
hoist or trolley for service.
- 24/7 service available for emergency repairs
outside our regular business hours.

TSOVERHEADCRANE.COM

crane & hoist maintenance
- Maintenance programs managed by our service
department so you can focus on your daily
operations.
- Routine, Preventive, & Corrective Maintenance
performed on-site by our technicians.

crane & hoist inspections
- Inspections are important for ensuring
workplace safety and OSHA compliance.
- Personalized inspection plans to generate
OSHA compliant inspection reports.
- Generates repair quotes to extend the life of
customers equipment.
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- TSOC offers a wide range of replacement parts for crane and hoist equipment.
- Our team of experts can quickly help identify and locate the exact part needed.
- For discontinued brands or models, we can help find a replacement or 
alternative solution.

Making sure 
your rigging 
equipment is 
up to OSHA 
and ASME 
standards is 
extremely 
important for 
keeping your 
workers safe. 
We offer rigging 
inspections for 
nylon, chain and 
wire rope slings.

crane & hoist modernization
- Extend the lifespan of your crane and hoist equipment.
- Modernize components such as controls, motors, and safety features.
- We can upgrade both legacy equipment and the latest technology.

crane & hoist parts

rigging 
inspections


